A decade of experience in fitting sports footwear
helped to create world’s best locking system for
prophylactic and orthopedic footwear. In contrast
to traditional shoelaces, the BOA binding
system does not slide, and perfectly and safely
fits the shoe to the foot, which ensures comfort
throughout the day.
We are the only manufacturer of footwear in
Poland, who won the trust of the American
company BOA and implemented the production of
shoes with the BOA binding system.
In prophylactic footwear, the BOA system is a combination of two types
of fasteners: laces and Velcro. Shoelaces enable to fit the shoe to the
foot very well, and Velcro provides fastening convenience.
Unfortunately, each of these fastening methods has its drawbacks. With
a BOA binding, the child can easily and correctly fasten their shoes on
their own, ensuring stabilization of the ankle.
Binding BOA is available in the following models: 1000, 1003, 1011,
1015, 1017, 1018
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OPEN:
OTWÓRZ:

Pull the wheel.
Pull the tab forward
and loosen the line.

CLOSE:

ZAMKNIJ:

Press the wheel
and turn right.
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The BOA® System
with open heel
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It allows people with disabilities to use footwear in everyday life in the simplest and safest way. The system
enables easy operation with one hand and ensures uniform tension throughout the foot, allowing the footwear
to fit perfectly.
The BOA is also designed specifically for kids who
wear orthotics, so they can easily put on and take
off their shoes.
The company BOA managed to obtain a perfect
fit with a simple turn of a wheel, which is far from
the use of excessive force, and old-fashioned
fasteners. This fastener form has both a significantly higher level of comfort, and is durable, lightweight, fast and convenient to use as well. Manufacturer of the BOA fasteners gives a lifetime
warranty on its products.

Honorary Prize of the 23rd
International Fair of Rehabilitation Equipment in 2015

A PERFECT SOLUTION FOR
ORTHOTIC SHOES
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